The Digital Tipping Point
Executive Summary

RISKS TO
ONLINE GROWTH

Online growth
will account for

FACTORS POWERING
ONLINE GROWTH

53%

of retail
sales

10 years

in the next

Consumers protecting their data

Over a quarter of respondents
have taken some action to limit
the amount of data shared with
companies, reaching almost a third
for 16-24 year olds.

Gen Z and millennials will be
half of the adult population in

Faster, cheaper and
in-home deliveries

10 years

Most believe businesses benefit
the most

Fewer stores in the future
boosts online convenience

Two thirds of consumers think that

businesses benefited more than consumers
in the exchange of personal data.

62% of 16-24 year olds (Gen Z)

said that they shop online at least
every fortnight (compared with just
29% aged over 65 years), averaging
almost three online purchases per
month.

online transaction and spending

£110.45 online each month.
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47%

26%
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Cheaper
deliveries

Easier
returns

Faster
Delivery

all of which are key areas of investment for
retailers.

Millennials spend the highest
proportion online, currently
averaging £42.32 per

Top 3 factors which would drive further
online growth include:

21%

28%

Gen Z

30% Millennials

Easier returns are more
important for Gen Z (28%)
and millennials (30%) than
any other age group.
[taken from results]

Online accounts for a quarter of
shopping occasions

Just 8% of respondents thought that
consumers benefited the most with
26% saying that there was an equal
exchange of value.

25%

10%

of consumers say they
will shop less in physical
stores in next 12 months
Consumers to demand more in
exchange for data

Five consecutive years of net
closures of retail stores
close
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Financial rewards, free and discounted
products rank most highly for
consumer preferences in terms
of a data exchange.

